Volunteer for Tibet Watch/Free Tibet
Are you an IT superhero who wants to help protect a small campaigns organisation from
one of the world’s largest threats in cyber security? If the answer is ‘yes’, we want to
hear from you.
About Free Tibet
Free Tibet is a London-based campaign organisation that stands with Tibetans around
the world in their fight against China’s brutal occupation. We keep the eyes of the world
on the atrocities being committed in Tibet. We share evidence that makes them
impossible to deny. We lead campaigns that make them impossible to ignore. And
together, we will build a global movement that’s impossible to resist.
As cyberwarfare gets more advanced, especially in the hands of one of the world’s most
powerful countries, we need urgent help to ensure our cyber defences are
impenetrable.
We have recently undergone a major security review and currently need help with:
● Enacting our new security policy
● Getting staff up-to-speed with best-practice cyber security
● Migrating to a new CRM
● End-point security (ensuring there are no red flags or major issues)
● Securely disposing of old PCs
● IT management
We will be looking for 1-2 volunteer contractors to work from our Brixton office/home.
The volunteer(s) will be supported by a dedicated team who are overseeing different
elements of our security review and robust new policy.
The volunteer(s) will be kitted out with everything they need to undergo this integral
work, including a work laptop and mobile phone. We will offer £10 per day towards
food/travel expenses. Minimum commitment: 1 day per week for 6 months (negotiable).
Skills and personal qualities:
● Understanding of, and ideally a commitment to, Free Tibet’s mission
● A background in rolling out robust security policies/cyber security
● Working understanding of end-point security
● CRM migration experience
● Solid communication skills and the ability to work independently
● Strong attention to detail
This is a unique opportunity to gain a valuable insight into the workings of a small but
powerful campaign organisation and we can't wait for you to join us. To apply, please
send your CV and a personal statement detailing why you would like to volunteer with
us to mail@freetibet.org. We will be reviewing applications on a rolling basis.

